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Italy:
 
There are few places that will seduce you more than Italy. Staggering scenery, exquisite cuisine, amazing 
wine, stylish and spirited – its no surprise that Italy is one of the worlds most revered sailing destinations. 
With its magnificent coastlines and glistening archipelagos, Italy is a paradise for those looking to go on a 
private yacht charter. The 3 main sailing areas draw some of the most glamorous tourists from around the 
world.

Sailing in Italy you can be sure that you’ll come across some of the most captivating places to come upon 
by sea. Crystal clear waters, glamorous port towns, beautiful fishing villages and impressive natural land-
scapes make Italy an excellent choice for any sailor.



Sardinia & Maddalena

Bay of Naples & Amalfi

Sicily & Aeolian



Sardinia
 
Whether you’re looking for luxurious restaurants and a vibrant nightlife or 
you’d sooner explore semi-deserted beaches and anchor beneath a star 
filled sky, Sardinia has it all on offer. The North East portion of the island is the 
go-to sailing area. Charter out of the main charter bases of Portisco or Can-
nigione and then make your way up into the Maddalena archipelago for an 
unbeatable charter holiday. You might even consider crossing over to Cor-
sica during your charter. Bonifacio is a particularly lovely town perched on 
the south of the island. Just make sure you reserve well in advance of your 
arrival as its a very popular holidaying spot!

Sardinia itself features some of Europe’s best white sand beaches and you’ll 
find them regularly interspersed along its rugged coastline. Best explored 
from the sea, only a yacht will let you discover the most authentic side of the 
region.

Alongside all of its natural splendor there’s also a rich variety of culture & 
history on display. The island has been inhabited since the Bronze age and 
there are remnants of prehistory waiting to be uncovered on every corner of 
the island.
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Bay of Naples & The Amalfi Coast

The infamous Amalfi coast and its neighbouring islands of Ischia, Capri and Procida are amongst 
the most stunningly beautiful and romantic destinations you could find. Nestling within the bay of 
Naples, the area boasts stunning anchorages set between dramatic hillsides. Sail out of the main 
charter bases in Salerno or on Procida island and tour around one of Europe’s most famous holiday 
destinations!

The Amalfi coast has been labelled as an outstanding example of Mediterranean landscape by the 
UNESCO World Heritage Centre. A yacht charter is a great way to do the Amalfi Coast justice and see 
some of the lesser known spots in the area. Stay within reach of the mainland and sail between the 
three famous islands or visit the gorgeous coastal towns of: Amalfi, Poistano & Sorrento. If you want 
to venture further offshore you can head to the Pontine islands. Six small islands that are home to a 
gorgeous natural park. The Pontine islands offer a quiet reprieve quite different to the busier scenes 
you’ll find elsewhere.
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Sicily & The Aeolian Islands
The largest island in the Mediterranean, Sicily and the Aeolian islands off 
its Northern coast make for an exceptional cruising ground. This stunning 
destination seamlessly blends the best of Italy, past and present with an 
unbelievable natural setting. Sail out of either Portarosa or Capo d’Orlando, 
and head northward to the Aeolian islands.

The Aeolian islands, otherwise known as the seven sisters, are truly 
something to behold. Of volcanic origin – the islands have tall dramatic 
peaks that rise straight out of a perfect azure sea. The whole area is under 
UNESCO World heritage site protection and you’ll quickly realise why. With 
astonishingly beautiful black sand beaches, sulphuric mud baths and 
undersea vents bubbling on the sea floor. You’ll get a truly unique experience 
among these geological marvels.

With the islands all in close proximity the Aeolian offers excellent short-hop 
sailing. From the wilderness and cobalt blue waters of Vulcano, Stromboli & 
Filicudi to the historic & charming towns on the islands of Lipari, Panarea and 
Salina.
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For any more 
information please 
contact us today. We 
have some fantastic 
offers and promotions 
available.

sales@solischartergroup.com
solischartergroup.com

+44 2034 881 934


